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Connection of degradation and decline of lifetime of terrestrial photoelectric 
converters is set with properties of the used semiconductor silicon: presence of stake 
electric the nonnative boron, disintegration supersaturated solid solution of oxygen, 
insufficient level of cleanness of feedstock. The new approach near technology of making 
of crystalline silicon is offered. 
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On the prognosis of «World Energy Outlook-2017» [1], the power necessities 

of humanity to 2040 will grow on 30 %, that actually tantamount to adding of 

consumers of another China and India to today's demand on energy. Sun energy leads 

among proceeded in energy sources. So, in 2016 sun power-stations were started by 

general power no less than 75 GW of sun generation, that equivalently to putting into 

an operation thirty one thousand sun panels every hour 

The designed sun power-stations are counted on the prospect of work of photo-

electric transformers (PET) during 25-30 years. However, as it was set by use 

previously, [2], in the single-crystals of silicon of «sun quality», got the Chokhralski 

method (CZ-Si) and boron-doped, there is degradation of electrophysics parameters 

(change of specific electric resistance (SER), to time of life of non-equilibrium 

charge ( nec) carriers even at storage during 2-3 years at a room temperature. 

One of ways of increase of term of faultless work of PET and warnings of 

degradation of its descriptions is alloying of single-crystal of silicon by the isovalent 

impurity of germanium. A germanium hinders to disintegration of oxygen sosoloid in 

silicon, that was by use it is discovered on the change of character of generation of 

thermodonors of ТD-I [3]. It allows to promote stability of PET to influence of 

temperature, and also irradiation by high-energy particles, being in an atmosphere 

[7]. On present for us information from a personnel, attendant sun parks, the decline 

of making of electric power is witnessed in a summer period, on the average, on 20 

%, that mainly, touches work of the modules, collected from the cells of PET on the 

base of crystalline Si<B>. 

Reason of more perceptible degradation of PET on the basis of multicrystalline 

silicon are borders of grains between separate crystallines of such material, 

possessing recombination activity because of presence in their vicinity of high-

density of distributions and «admixture clouds» of iron, manganese, chrome, 

titanium. It reduces the rate of movement of basic transmitters, diminishing τnec 

stipulates and p-shunts-n-conversions. Therefore «engineering of defects» [4], which 

implies the use of intergranuler borders and dislocation nets into crystallines for the 



gettering of base-line recombination active admixtures, allows actively to influence 

on efficiency of PET. However in this connection possibility of increase of output-

input (ratio is problematic coefficient of efficiency) photo-electric transformer due to 

cut short of defects in the volume of plastins of multicrystalline silicon by treatment 

the quickly diffusible admixture of hydrogen. Hydrogen, having a high coefficient of 

diffusion in silicones and small sizes of atom, will be unable long time to block a 

defect, therefore in the conditions of exploitation of PET at atmospheric pressure its 

action will be of short duration. Appears more preferable, presumably, approach, 

related to the special alloying of the crystallized fusion of silicon by the admixtures 

of gallium or multicomponent alloying by a few elements, for example Ge+B, 

In+Р+Ge, In+Gd, In+Sn [5]. Such ligatures assist translation of the undesirable 

admixtures (contained in the crystallized fusion mainly, admixtures with deep levels, 

admixtures of carbon) in a liquid phase, and also to the increase of thermal and 

radiation stability of silicon. 

In opinion of authors, the new going near the approach to reducing silicon for 

photoenergy will provide new paradigm of realization of industrial reducing of 

silicon of high-purity. Essence of its consists in the removal of power-hungry, 

ecologically unfavorable process of carbothermal renewal of natural quartzites, 

substituting of quartzite’s by everywhere widespread quartz sands, use of the special 

affinage of fusion in the process of renewal of silicon oxide (due to the process of 

aluminothermy, affinage of fusion by active silicate slag) and realization of 

subsequent processes of hydrosilation. Thus we suppose to eliminate the explosive 

process of hydrogen chloride synthesis, process of synthesis of trichlorosilane, give 

up the use of liquid nitrogen, use the new, less energyexpense technological chart of 

moving away of chloride of hydrogen from steam-to-gas mixtures of agreggatuses of 

hydrogen renewal of trichlorosilane. The transferred new approaches near technology 

will allow substantially to reduce expenses on an additional division and conclusion 

from the process of side products, to reduce the specific charges of trichlorosilane. 

Expedient also there will be the use of silicomethane (dichlorosilane) for the division 

of charts and signup of the draw-through system, that will result in the fall-off of 

content of admixtures of metals in silicon. The further processing of the got 

polycrystalline silicon of semiconductor cleanness will be carried out on the 

improved technology of reducing of single-crystals of silicon, which will provide the 

increase of admixture homogeneity, to radiation firmness, thermostability, 

mechanical properties of single-crystals and, in future, lowering of degradation of 

descriptions for devices in the process of their exploitation. 

Such technology will provide practically any desired level of cleanness of 

silicon, will improve ecology, will allow substantially (to ~50 %) to reduce in price 

polycrystalline silicon and do its suitable to the use not only for the aims of 

photovoltaic but also in the production of high-quality single-crystals for all types of 

products of electronics (integral microcircuits, devices of power electronics, 

phtocollector, different type of detectors of and other). 

By reason of decline of sun energy making by ground silica PET in a summer 

period, and also declines of tenure of their employment there is degradation of 

operating parameters, conditioned by quality of the used silicon (by the presence of 



intergranuler borders, polytropy boron, super saturated disintegration oxygen 

sosoloid, by the insufficient level of cleanness of feedstock). Realization of new 

technologies will not result in high capital costs, will allow to optimize an energy 

consumption, substantially to improve ecology, reduce the cost of producible 

polycrystalline silicon of the improved quality, promote stability of single-crystals 

and devices on their basis to influence of external factors. 
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